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As Farnham and Pimlott point out, the difficulties with regional migration of labour within 
EU countries such as Britain makes a mockery of expectations for widespread labour 
movement between EU countries where language, cultural and social security differences 
compound the problem. Thus the role of the market mechanism in encouraging the 
movement of labour in response to wage-price signals is inhibited by social, cultural and 
personal circumstances. Nonetheless the EU labour market is undergoing some rapid and 
significant change. Women are a rising proportion of the labour force no less so in 
countries (predominantly Catholic countries such as Spain, Ireland and Italy) where social 
attitudes toward the working woman are becoming more enlightened. The rise of the 
service sector as a proportion of new employment contrasts markedly with the 
corresponding decline in agriculture, mining and manufacturing. Elsewhere Farnham and 
Pimlott examine the "keen internationalists but reluctant Europeans" of the British labour 
movement. This they do briefly but well. However to describe the invitation to Jacques 
Delores, the EC (as it was then referred to) President, to the TUC Congress in 1988 to 
which he made an impassioned speech on the social dimension of European integration as 
a point when the TUC's conversion to Europe was complete is, historically speaking, a little 
premature. The tensions within the TUC over Europe were still very real no less because 
the national unions were simply not geared up for it despite tentative links with other 
unions in Europe such as IG Metall in Ge1u•any. Advertising for a trade union official with 
two languages was a major step for the Transport and General Workers Union for example. 
Whether the officials and lay members of the British labour movement, as distinct from 
those of the TUC, are confunted and active Europeans is a question still open to debate. 
More generally the decline in the power of the Conservative Government in Britain has, 
between the sleaze and the greed, always had a European dimension to it. After a decade 
and a half of ideological excess in which freeing the market has meant persistently high 
levels of unemployment, the abolition of wage councils, the legislative assault on trade 
unions and collective bargaining as well as economic stagnation, it is not surprising that the 
Conservative Government should resist social policies, and what's more European policies, 
that emphasise the role of organised labour and collective bargaining in their enacttnent. 
The examination of these influences and their relationship to changes in labour law is one 
of the strengths of the current edition. 
This was always a competent book which if you had the time to forgive its editorial 
weaknesses represented a comprehensive introduction to the British system of industrial 
relations. The fact that it is now in its fifth edition suggests that many took that time and 
found it rewarding. The current edition with its improved layout and updated empirical 
data moves it from being a competent and detailed book to a good and accessible book.. 
David Farnham always was a good listener. 
Steve Hughes 
Department of r.•..,. ...... Studies and Labour Relations, University of Auckland 
. . . 
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have attempted to keep up with the debate on new production systems, the frrst being based 
on the Toyota model, and the second deriving from sociotechnical systems theory and the 
work of the Tavistock Institute. Chapter 3 goes on to look at the key organisational 
changes implied by a move away from mass production systems, particularly the centrality 
of teams (or "production cells") as the basic organisational unit, in contrast to the 
individualism of Taylorist production. Part 2, which fotms the bulk of the book is made 
up of seven case studies of organisational change in Australia. While the predominance of 
workplace refotm in manufactwing sector workplaces is reflected in the inclusion of Bendix 
Mintex, Ford Plastics, and CIG Gas Cylinders, it is pleasing to note that some effort has 
been made to ensure that parts of the service sector are also represented by Colonial 
Mutual, TCG (a. technical and computer graphics company), the mail sorting centre of 
Australia Post, and the Australian Taxation Office. Part 3 then goes on to look at the 
implications of workplace reform for industrial relations, and organisational innovation and 
learning. 
Without doubt, the most useful section of the book is the case studies. Each provides a 
background on each of the organisations, description of the imperatives that led to change, 
the processes that were used to move to an alternative way of organising work, and the key 
issues that were faced along the way. The case studies show the realities of workplace 
refotm in that they also cover mistakes that were made, and the fact that organisations often 
approached the prospect of change in a less than ideal, non-textbook way. In this sense, 
the case studies stand in contrast to the ideal type put forward in the rest of the book, of 
organisations that engage in comprehensive and integrated reform in a strategic and 
participative manner. 
While the case studies are interesting and provide a variety of useful material, the rest of 
the book is disappointing for readers looking for further theoretical development in this 
area. Two particular issues merit comment. The first is the concentration on issues of 
work organisation and job design. Given Mathews' assertion that the key to 
workplace refo1m is in the integ~ation of all aspects of organisational functioning according 
to a new productive paradig•••, it see•••s strange that greater attention is not paid to a wider 
range of issues. Despite the centrality of skill fot•nation in Mathews' view, and his 
continue.d assertion of its importance, only ten pages are spent looking at this issue in detail. 
Similarly, the need for organisations to address the need to revise payment systems is 
argued at many points along the way but more detailed arguments about why and how and 
the options that are available are never set out 
. 
The second issue relates to the conceptual distinction between lean production systerns 
(LPS) and socioteclmical production systems (STPS). In the United States. Appelbaum and 
Batt (1994) have argued that there is considerable overlap between the two systeaas, and 
that the differences betwun them centre " ... largely on differences in human resource and 
ind•ial relations policies rather than on differences in product markets, technology, or 
· slaategies." (Appelbaum and Batt, 1994:125-126). In Mathews 
argua tbat models of production (LPS, STPS, and mass production) are ". • • 
· and irreconcilable . . . ". The differences between LPS and STPS are refened 
to the book, but are dealt with substantively in chapter two. Mathews 
tbat wllile LPSs productive efficiency as centred in the procluctiOD sy itself, 
with le11D11818, elimination of non-value-adding &Qtivities, fnmtionaJ 
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Julie Shaw, Robin Chase, Len Moore and John Toohey. Occupational Health and 
Safety: Best Manarement Practice. Sydney: Harcourt Brace, 1994. 259pp. 
ISBN 0 7295 1415 3. 
This book reminds me very much of the American management textbooks I have sitting on 
my book shelves; with simple language, each chapter having lots of illustrative newspaper 
reports, set learning objectives, basic definitions of the topic/issue, an outline of key points, 
an example illustrating the itemised salient points, and self-paced exercises at the end of 
each chapter. The 18 short chapters cover the broad spectrum of occupational safety and 
health related topics, such as: the history and content of current Australian state legislation; 
health issues related to harmful substances; causes and treatment of injuries at work; 
personnel and economic systems for managing injury prevention; evaluation methods for 
assessing the systems;· and, rehabilitation of injured workers. Later chapters cover more 
general behavioural and psychosocial problems related to occupational safety and health, 
such as: the impact of EEO and anti-smoking policies; the problems faced by English-
second language immigrants, and older workers made redundant; the problematics of 
establishing pre-employment and training programmes; and, managing change in 
• • 
organisations. 
The overall content and style reflects the Australian origin of the book, and the audience 
at which it is primarily aimed - T AFE students and the general occupational safety and 
health training needs of Australia (Preface, back cover). The easy self paced learning style, 
and broad content of the book, provides a very useful basic introduction to the subject area 
of modem occupational safety and health practice. Except for the chapter reviewing 
legislative developments, much of the content is applicable to New Zealand, and as such 
is a useful contribution to the burgeoning literature on occupational safety and health that 
has started coming out of Australia since the mid-80s. In many ways each chapter of the 
book could be taken, for example, as a set assignment prepared by the Correspondence 
School of the Open Polytechnic of New Zealand for a National Certificate level course in 
workplace health and safety. 
Uniting the discussion of the disparate subject areas, is the aim of providing "all students 
of OH&S, including managers ... with a comprehensive, accurate and practical text which 
will enable the reader to assess current needs and plan effective progtammes based on a 
thorough knowledge of OH&S theory." (Preface, back cover) The principle progtaanme 
mechanism suggested for managing occupational safety and health problems, being au 
emphasis throughout upon the application of the concept of "a hierarchy of control". 
"hierarchy" concept is introduced in Chapter Five "Preventative strategies in OH&S", u 
process involving identification and assessment of hazards and establishing whether the 
hazard can be either removed from the process, or separated via enginee1ing methods 
contact with workers, or controlled by the provision of tlaining or pcrsoDBI 
clothing and equipment (p.57-59); in es.Wlce eliminated, isolated, or coDtlolled. 
quality management (TQM), ergonomics, and fotn1al risk management BN 
way in which that the concept could be applied. 
It is at the point of the juxtaposition of TQM and ergonomics with the 
control" concept, that the major limitations of such a book as this to .,.., • 




origin and perspectives of six practitioner groups; presentation of a management system for 
controlling health and safety at work, and examples of best management practice; analysis 
of dominant theories of injury causation in New Zealand, and analysis of the cause of 
industrial accidents from a sociological perspective. 
Each chapter is written by different people who have previously published in their subject 
area. Many of the contributors will be familiar to readers, for example: Ian Campbell, Don 
Rennie, Colin Cryer, and Tom Dwyer. Most of the chapters present new mate1ial not seen 
before; others constitute updates of previously published work. Colin Cryer's chapter on 
the "Epidemiology of work related injury", and Tom Dwyer's "Industrial accidents: A 
sociological analysis" are largely repeats of material that have appeared elsewhere. Ian 
Campbell's review of the development of state regulation of occupational safety and health 
in New Zealand is the best account I have seen to date. Glyn Jeffrey's acknowledgment 
and explicit location of occupational safety and health within a theoretical industrial 
relations framework of rules and rule making is a welcome occurrence. Carol Slappendel 
provides some absorbing comments as to the dominance of particular theories of injury 
causation in New Zealand. 
One area where this book could be improved, is in the provision of a theoretically info1med 
critical analysis of the policy and practice of occupational safety and health in New 
Zealand. While Campbell and Rennie provide some insights into the development and 
operation of New Zealand's health and safety and compensation legislation, the accotmts 
are descriptive in nature, and atheoretical in critical analysis. As a consequence many of 
the comments made fail to follow through to a deeper and more insightful commentary. 
Campbell for instance starts (pp.81) by noting that: 
"it is impo1tant to bear in mind that the bends described tend to be a reflection ofprevailiD& 
economic and social conditions. The bends also frequently reflect the political view$ aDd 
ideologies of the political party in power." 
However Campbell does not put this comment into a theoretical ftamework, and wiHn a 
reference is made to state/society factors, he fails to follow through to provide the reader 
with deeper explanations as to why the particular action/decision was n•ade or~ 
For example, in illustrating the "early cautious approach" (p.85) to workers' 
Campbell quotes an 1880 report from the Under-Secretary of Mines that specifically 
to balancing "the financial interests of the mine owner . . . and the necessity of 
of provisions". The obvious influence of economic criteria displayed here iD 
subsequent legislation is not commented upon at all. Another example 
health is: Campbell notes (p.86) that as "pneumoconiosis C'UJJe to be 
mining industry, the initial concerns tended to revolve around compcnutioa · 
than prevention", Campbell then goes on to outline dle • tiJal 
which progressively deprived miners of compensation. The fttiiiDil tbr tlul 
changes, according to Campbell, was a concern by mine owners about lliilun 
from Australia claiming compensation in New Zealand. aiWJO 
Campbell does not enquire deeper into what might have boon 
be so concerned about Austtalian miners cl•in,ing New 
financial costs of paying compensation the motivator, or were islael fit 
concmn? Why was ;revention not an issue? 
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and health makes an appearance, as does equal e•nployment oppoibmities, 
economic perfot•••ance, and managerial stlategy. 
The authors follow a general theme in their argument, but given the depth of ftA~ 
was not entirely sure that it was necessary to explain it so often. In this manner the 
made it difficult for themselves. Covering so much is a large task in itself without 
to refine a consistent position across all the areas. In conb:adiction to my earlier 
in parts I found the text heavy reading because the authors did such an impressive 
tying together each section and each topic. For those who are interested in the · 
route, it is a book that is easier to palate in a few (long) sessions of attention rather 
brief glances from time to time. 
Social conscience is an impediment to many potentially prosperous managerial and 
ideals and the authors make a continuous asse1tion of their belief that social and procerll al 
fairness must be affi1n1ed in the face of economic efficiency. This perspective is even 
useful when it is presented hand in hand with issues such as workplace refo1m -
technological development. Efficiency and belief in social justice can be compatible aad 
routes are available towards such a goal, perhaps. 
In conclusion, Deeks, Parker and Ryan have produced a comprehensive work which tall a 
a standpoint and follows this standpoint impressively through a marathon of ......... 
recommend it as reading for all people who have the inclination to cover more than just the 
basics of the subject. 
Matt Ballard 
Department of Management, University of Otago 
Moira Thompson (M111111gillg Editor), Robyn Mt~eluly IUUl Robyla 
Butterwortlu of NZ Ltd, A.nniUII s8criptio11 i.r S22S /DI' .,_, 811111. 
This looseleaf service comes in the fo1m of eight issues published tbrenl 
provides a "fon1m for recent developments in Employment Law", aa.d is 
as a tool for keeping lawyers abreast of recent developments iD tile (the 
is comprised of legal practitioners and acadelnics). However, dlis is DOt to 
relevance and usefnlness to those practitioners (in the S8llle Wlllllaer&, 
other interested parties) dealing in the broader of ~ 
resource management. The publication is not exclusively cllvo1IHJ 18 
and the up-to-date, selective coverage of the law that is provided W01tkt. ..,. 
many non-legal practitioners. 
The publication is organised into four replar 
Comment" and "Employment News in Brief". 
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in the area. Its value to non-legal practitioners lies in that it provides a 
spectrnna summary of the current state of employ•nent law and relevant At a 
subscription of $225 for eight issues it is expensive, but in tbis reader's opinion th8 
of coverage, the recency of information and its fo1m make the 
• 
worth the money. 
Sean Woodward 
Deparbnent of Management, Otago University 
' 
